List of Gold Medals/Cash Awards/Rank Certificates for the Academic Year 2010-2011

Gold Medals

1. **Sri K. Ramaswamy Gold Medal**: To be awarded every year to the 1st Rank student of B.E. (Civil Engineering).
   
   Ms. Boddula Swathi [01-08-156]

2. **1978-79 Electrical Engineering Batch Alumni Gold Medal**: To be awarded every year to the 1st Rank student of B.E. (Electrical & Electronics Engineering).
   
   Mr. Thudigeni Abhishekhar [01-08-202]

3. **Sri Neravetla Damodar Reddy Gold Medal**: To be awarded every year to the 1st Rank student of B.E. (Electrical & Electronics Engineering).
   
   Mr. Thudigeni Abhishekhar [01-08-202]

4. **Elico D V S Raju Gold Medal**: To be awarded every year to the 1st Rank student of B.E. (Electronics & Communication Engineering).
   
   Ms. M. Madhuri [01-08-420]

5. **Biomedical Instrumentation Centre Gold Medal**: To be awarded every year to the 1st Rank student of B.E. (Bio Medical Engineering).
   
   Mr. Koya Bharath [01-08-503]

6. **Prof. Abid Ali Gold Medal**: To be awarded every year to the 1st Rank student of B.E. (Mechanical Engineering).
   
   Ms. Geethanjali G [01-08-606]

7. **Late Sri S. Parvath Reddy (Tahsildar, Retd.) Gold Medal**: To be awarded every year to the Top Ranking Girl Student in B.E. (Mechanical Engineering).
   
   Ms. Geethanjali G [01-08-606]

8. **OUCE, CSE Alumni Gold Medal**: To be awarded every year to the 1st Rank student of B.E. (Computer Science & Engineering).
   
   Mr. T B S Sri Kiran [01-08-847]
Cash Awards

1. **Meenakshi Balan and Krishna Swamy Balan Cash Award** of Rs. 9,000/- for **Over All Academic Excellence**.
   
   Mr. T B S Sri Kiran [01-08-847]

2. **Sonikar Scholarship Award of Rs. 8,000/-** to be given to one of the meritorious students of B.E. (Mechanical Engg.) **First Year who secured position with in 10 Ranks and whose parental income is least**.
   
   Mr. K Sai Ranjit Kumar [100510736038]

3. **OMEGA-78 (Osmania Mechanical Engg. Graduated Association-78) Cash Award of Rs. 8,000/-** “**Topper Award to OU Campus**” to be given to highest scorer in **B.E. Mechanical 1st year**.
   
   Mr. Nidhi Srinivas [100510736053]

4. **Alumni 1978 Batch Electrical Engineering Cash Award of Rs. 8,000/-**: to be awarded **“B.E. (E.E.) 1st Year Topper”**
   
   Mr. M Varun [100510734058]

5. **Sri Shanti Subramanyam Merit Award** of Rs. 5,000/- to be awarded every year to the **“Best Third Year B.E. (ECE) Girl Student”**.
   
   Ms. Elety Kedari Reddy [01-09-416]

6. **Prof. Dhanvantri mother Smt. Utpal Sharma Cash Award**: of Rs. 8,000/- to be awarded every year to the **Best Project of the B.E. (E.E.E.).**
   
   Mr. E. Raja Shekhar [01-08-233]  
   Mr. Madhari Saikrishna [01-08-242]  
   Mr. A. Vikramaditya [01-08-259]  
   Mr. D. Sai Prasad [01-08-262]  

   “Implementation of Three Level Inverter Fed to an Induction Motor Drive Using Space Vector Modulation Technique”

7. **Prof. Abid Ali Memorial Scholarship of Rs. 15,000/-** each to be given to a meritorious student of 1st year M.E. (Mech. Engg.) of the following specializations.
   
   i) Ms. Vindala Poojitha [100510745110] : (Production Engineering)

   ii) Ms. Ramadugu Sweetha [100510745212] : (Automation & Robotics)

   iii) Mr. Balasem A. Jabbar [100510745325] : (Turbo-machinery)
8. **Rank Certificates** *(Top Three Rankers in Each Department)*

### CIVIL ENGINEERING

1. Ms. Boddula Swathi [01-08-156] **FIRST**  
2. Mr. Gooten Chinna Mukund K [01-08-114] **SECOND**  
3. Mr. Ajay Kumar Chauhan [01-08-164] **THIRD**

### ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING

1. Mr. Thudigeti Abhishekhar [01-08-202] **FIRST**  
2. Mr. Godine Rajasekhar [01-08-231] **SECOND**  
3. Ms. A Sushmitha [01-08-255] **THIRD**

### ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING

1. Ms. M Madhuri [01-08-420] **FIRST**  
2. Mr. Ananthula Kranthi [01-08-415] **SECOND**  
3. Ms. Attaluri Sai Dheeraj [01-08-437] **THIRD**

### BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

1. Mr. Koya Bharath [01-08-503] **FIRST**  
2. Ms. N. Neha [01-08-513] **SECOND**  
3. Mr. Mallapally Shravan Kumar [01-08-524] **THIRD**

### MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

1. Ms. Geethanjali G [01-08-606] **FIRST**  
2. Ms. R V Prathibha [01-08-628] **SECOND**  
3. Ms. P Omkara Swarupini [01-08-624] **THIRD**

### COMPUTER SCIENCE & ENGINEERING

1. Mr. T B S Sri Kiran [01-08-847] **FIRST**  
2. Mr. Thakur Hansraj Singh [01-08-813] **SECOND**  
3. Ms. Nadiminti Naveena [01-08-830] **THIRD**

9. **Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) Gold Medal**: To be awarded to the team of **Best Project** in Computer Science & Engineering.

1. Mr. Thakur Hansraj Singh [01-08-813]  
2. Mr. P Udaya Kiran [01-08-856]  
3. Mr. Inala Venkat Sai Vamsee [01-08-858]